division rates in single celled primary producers [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , the lineage composition of a species has the 48 potential to affect bulk traits of populations such as primary production, nutrient uptake, and trophic 49 energy transfer. 50
51
Our understanding of the lineage frequencies in a population of closely-related lineages (such as 52 conspecifics or lineages within a species complex) is based on competition theory where relative 53 lineage growth rates are determined by differences in the uptake and metabolism of nutrients, often 54 modulated by temperature and light 12 . Here, we define a lineage to be cells related by descent with 55 little enough genetic variation introduced by mutation over the timescale considered, that individual 56 cells of the lineage have the same phenotype under the same environmental and social conditions. 57
Major genetic changes to a focal lineage during reproduction, such as recombination events or 58 horizontal gene transfer, are likely to result in a new lineage, whereas asexual reproduction of a focal 59 lineage over timescales considered here are unlikely to result in a new lineage. 60
61
While competition theory does explain how differences in nutrient, temperature and light related traits 62 replete media at low cell densities (100 cells mL -1 to 10 5 cells mL -1 ). To date, no quorum-sensing or 112 antagonistic (i.e. -toxin producing) behaviours have been observed in Ostreococcus. 113
114
Regardless of the method of exposure, lineages evolved under ambient (Fig. 2 A-C, 400ppm CO2) or 115 elevated pCO2 (Fig. 3 A-C, 1000ppm CO2) changed their cell division rates in response to non-self 116 signals (for statistics, see supplementary Tables 1-2 and 5-6 for statistical models on ambient and 117 elevated pCO2 selected lineages respectively). The responsiveness of lineages to non-self cues was 118 graded: direct co-culture with the GFP modified strain elicited the strongest response, followed by co-119 culture in a thin-cert, and finally, 'spiked' culture medium. Responses were repeatable within lineages 120 but differed between lineages, demonstrating that responses are lineage-specific strategies that 121 modulate lineage growth rate based on social cues. Thus, there is intraspecific variation in growth 122 modulation in response to the presence to non-self conspecifics, even in a stable laboratory 123 environment and without obvious competition for nutrients or other resources. In general, lineages that 124 grow slowly in monoculture increase their growth rate in indirect co-culture or with supernatant spikes, 125 while lineages that grow faster in monoculture either decrease or do not change their growth rate in 126 response to the same stimuli (see Fig. 2 A and B, Fig. 3 A and B) . When assayed in direct co-culture 127 with a GFP modified strain, all ambient pCO2 evolved lineages (Fig. 2C) , regardless of growth in 128 monoculture, increase lineage growth rate, with slower growing lineages having a higher relative 129 increase in growth than faster growing ones. These data demonstrate first, that Ostreococcus responds 130 to signals from conspecifics by modulating lineage growth rate even in the absence of any change in 131 the abiotic environment and second, that there is intraspecific variation in both the direction and 132 magnitude of growth modulation caused by non-self cues. This is in line with previous studies showing 133 different lineage growth rates in monoculture or in mixed culture 18 . 134 variation is larger and between-lineage variation more pronounced than in ambient-carbon dioxide 137 conditions, although the fold changes in growth rate induced by the presence of a conspecific are lower 138 (see supporting tables 1-2 and 5-6 for statistics). This is especially pronounced when lineages are 139 grown along-side the GFP transformed strain, where, unlike under ambient pCO2, a few lineages did 140 not increase their growth rates in response to the GFP strain. Elevated pCO2 lineages are already 141 growing faster than their ambient-evolved counterparts, even after accounting for growth under long-142 term pCO2 selection being reduced compared to the short-term effects of elevated pCO2 (see 5   ) . 143
144
The relationship between monoculture and mixed culture growth is described by a regression to 145 the mean and is consistent with changing energy allocated to growth. 146
Regardless of selection history, intraspecific variation in growth decreases in mixed culture relative to 147 monoculture and shows a pattern consistent with regression to the mean (see also supporting 148 information Fig. 1 ). This is consistent with there being a range of viable lineage growth rates, bounded 149 by the minimum cell division rate needed for lineage persistence at the lower end, and the cell division 150 rate when the maximum energy is allocated to it on the upper end. In a representative sample of a 151 multi-lineage population, the range of monoculture growth rates under ideal conditions would then 152 estimate the range of growth rates in the multi-lineage population. When a focal lineage responds to the 153 presence of a non-self lineage, the probable direction of their growth rate response is dictated by their 154 monoculture growth rate. Lineages with extremely high monoculture growth rates cannot increase it 155 more, and responses must involve allocating energy to other traits. In contrast, those growing very 156 slowly cannot allocate less energy to growth, so must use a higher-growth strategy in responses. 157
158
The above depends on lineages varying in how much energy they allocate to growth. To test whether 159 lineages vary in photosynthetic energy allocation to growth in monoculture, we measured therelationship between biomass gain and net photosynthesis for all lineages of Ostreococcus grown in 161 monoculture. We found that lineages differ in their relationships between net photosynthesis (NP) and 162 biomass production (Fig. 1, Fig. 2 D-F, Fig. 3 D-F) . Under ambient pCO2 (supporting Fig. 2 ), all 163 lineages, regardless of treatment or lineage identity used less carbon for growth than they produced via 164 net photosynthesis (i.e. the ratio of NP/growth is always larger than 1). Under elevated pCO2 165 (supporting Fig. 3 ), most lineages used less carbon for growth than they produced via net 166 photosynthesis, however, the surplus in NP was on average lower than in ambient selected lineages 167 (see supporting Fig. 4) , and some lineages grew faster than possible by using carbon from NP alone, 168 indicating that they may have been using carbon from storage, or organic carbon retrieved elsewhere. 169
To test whether the reactions of lineages to non-self conspecifics is consistent with energy reallocation, 170
we calculated the percentage of surplus NP (see Fig 1. D) , and compared it to how much their growth 171 rate changed when in mixed culture (Fig. 2 D-F, Fig. D-F) . While not necessarily a true mechanistic 172 explanation, the relationship holds strong predictive power: Lineages allocating less carbon to growth 173 in monoculture responded more to cues of non-self lineages (and increased growth rates) than lineages 174 allocating more carbon to growth in monoculture, with % of surplus NP explaining up to 50% of the 175 variation in responsiveness. Under elevated pCO2, the relationship between the magnitude and 176 direction of change in growth rate in response to a conspecific, and the amount of surplus C from NP 177 becomes more complex, allowing for multiple strategies of storing and allocating carbon (supporting 178 The existence of multiple nearly-equivalent strategies assumes that growth strategies are determined by 185 trade-offs between allocating energy to fitness-related traits [19] [20] [21] . We suggest that, all else equal (i.e. -186 with similar genetic and physiological capabilities), the number of available strategies that can occur in 187 a given population of closely related individuals is determined by environmental quality, stability and 188 predictability. Here, we focus on the potential role of environmental quality, and find more variation in 189 growth rate modulation in response to non-self conspecifics in high CO2 environments (which have 190 more energy in that they can support higher overall population growth rates and represent higher 191 quality environments here) than in ambient CO2 environments (which represent lower quality 192 growth strategies leads to the idea that in all but the poorest-quality environments, closely-related 198 lineages can (and should be expected to) vary in how they modulate their growth strategies in response 199 to social milieu within a given abiotic environment. This is also a plausible explanation for the 200 differences between microbial evolution literature that uses extremely poor environments 22 , and 201 aquatic microbiology literature, which tends to use more moderate environments 23 , at least with 202 respect to environmental effects on cell division rates. 203
204
In poor-quality stable environments, which are commonly used in classical experimental evolution 22, 24 , 205 one strategy will initially be the best, and possibly only viable, strategy in the new environment. This 206 will likely be a strategy involving faster growth due to higher affinity nutrient uptake or tolerance to a 207 toxin or stress, and be associated with high absolute and relative fitness gains. This is in line with 208 experimental findings where the faster growing (locally-adapted) strain wins intraspecific competitions 209 25 or competitions between functional groups 26 on average, under abiotic conditions that favour rapid 210 lineage growth. It may be impossible to decrease lineage growth rate (cell division rate) without 211 decreasing overall fitness in poor environments because most microbial evolution experiments use 212 semi-continuous batch culture, which selects for rapid growth, and imposes a minimum population 213 growth rate needed to avoid extinction. However, if populations can adapt enough to poor-quality 214 environments to increase population growth beyond rates needed to avoid extinction by dilution, other 215 strategies evolve, such as the ability to metabolise an alternate food source 27 . 216
217
In contrast, in the moderately stressful or even ameliorated environments used in marine microbial 218 evolution experiments 23, [28] [29] [30] , lineage growth rates are high, and risks of extinction by dilution is low. 219
Here, multiple equivalent strategies may have high fitness in the new environment. There is some 220 evidence that maintaining extremely rapid cell division rates in enriched environments can lead to the 221 accumulation of cellular damage and thus select for slower cell division rates to allow damage to be 222 repaired 31 . It is worth noting that most environments used in marine microbial experiments exploring 223 evolutionary responses to deleterious environmental change do not reduce population growth rates 224 enough to risk extinction during experiments (about 10%) 32 , though extreme cases of growth 225 reductions of closer to 80% do exist in thermal tolerance experiments 33 . In contrast, selection 226 environments used in classical microbial evolution experiments are often toxic or low-nutrient enough 227 to cause population extinctions 34 or sustained low growth 35 , though most papers only report changes 228 in relative fitness in mixed culture, and do not report absolute reductions in monoculture growth rates. 229
230
Multiple studies, including this one, show that relative lineage growth rates in monoculture is not a 231 consistent predictor of relative lineage growth rates in mixed culture 4-6,26 even in stable environments, 232 and under conditions that favor rapid growth. We propose that variation in growth strategies is 233 attributable to lineage-specific reactions to social milieu, and that these reactions are exacerbated in 234 ameliorated environments. Because of this, growth strategies of a focal lineage will depend on their 235 social milieu, as well as the quality of the environment. In addition, we argue that lineage growth is 236 one of many components of fitness, such that many nearly-equivalent energy allocation strategies can 237 exist within populations. Together, these mean that no consistent correlation between monoculture and 238 mixed culture growth should be expected for genetically-diverse populations of phytoplankton, even of 239 a single species. We hypothesised that the number of growth strategies available to a group of closely 240 related lineages depends party on environmental quality, and show data consistent with this hypothesis, 241
where variation in growth modulation in response to the presence of non-self conspecifics is higher in 242 an ameliorated (high CO2) environment. We have shown that one useful way to interpret population growth rates in single lineage cultures is as 254 a measure of how much energy is being devoted to making biomass under defined conditions. In this 255 case, the range of growth rates measured in a group of lineages, each grown in monoculture, estimates 256 the upper and lower limits of how much biomass lineages in that population can produce based on 257 maximum or minimum allocations of energy to growth. This assumes that any strategy that we detect 258 in the laboratory was present at high enough frequencies in the wild populations to be sampled in the 259 first place, and is thus not likely to be a low-fitness strategy. One interesting outcome of using an 260 expectation that genetically diverse microbial populations maintain a large number of strategies is that 261 the range of lineage growth rates in monoculture should reflect the range of lineage growth rates 262
the role of traits other than lineage growth rates in determining fitness in diverse microbial populations. 270
It also suggests that the reason growth and lineage traits in monoculture often fail to predict traits such 271 as primary production in mixed culture is due to undersampling population trait distributions. If so, 272 then predictions of population trait distributions could be improved by increasing sampling and the 273 development of higher-throughput lineage trait measurements. 274
275

Conclusions 276
This study was motivated by a need to understand why so many different relationships between lineage 277 growth rate and lineage competitive ability are observed -why, even under controlled laboratory 278 conditions, competition theory does not reliably predict competitive outcomes in aquatic primary 279 producers. The consequences of making poor predictions about the lineage composition of 280 communities of aquatic primary producers are potentially large; projecting changes to ecologically and 281 biogeochemically important traits such as primary production and nutrient uptake by primary producers 282 depends on scaling up from laboratory studies done on lineages growing in monoculture or in very 283 simplified assemblages. Our data are consistent with a diversity of energy allocation strategies and themodulation of these strategies based on social milieu, and we propose that this provides a single 285 overarching explanation for the diversity of relationships between lineage growth and competitive 286 ability, even within single environments. 287
288
One of the goals of global change biology is to project the properties of future populations of aquatic 289 primary producers. Currently, this undertaking is limited by our mechanistic understanding of how the 290 traits of individual lineages and those of populations are linked. Some aspects of intra-specific diversity 291 in growth strategies are simple to accommodate in understanding bulk traits of phytoplankton 292 populations. For example, using trait distributions measured in monoculture will improve estimates of 293 the diversity of strategies possible for a species or functional group and allow post-hoc explanations of 294 population properties, such as primary production. In these cases, it would not be possible to map the 295 role of each individual lineage to a population property. Understanding how changes in lineage 296 frequencies affect population properties based on the physiology of single lineages, on the other hand, 297 will require 'omics approaches where the presence (and eventually frequencies) of particular functions 298 are inferred directly from the genes or gene expression products during growth in diverse populations. 299
In particular, this work highlights first, that population-level predictions that are based on laboratory 300 monoculture studies using one or few lineages (where the distributions of trait values are 301 undersampled) should be interpreted as one sample from a distribution of strategies, rather than as a 302 representative result. Second, we stress that general, mechanistic explanations linking the physiology of 303 individual lineages to population-level traits are vital for using experimental studies to make accurate 304 projections of the composition and properties of future populations. 
314
For the experiments carried out here, we picked at least six lineages that spanned the full magnitude of 315
short-term and evolutionary responses to elevated pCO2 (ranging from small responses in lineages 316 isolated near the deep chlorophyll maximum, to the largest responses in the surface lineages). 317
318
Flow cytometry 319
We used FACS CANTO and DIVA flow cytometres for cell counts ('event numbers'), as well as 320 green, orange, and red fluorescence. Details on threshold settings and calibration are in 36 . All analyses 321 were carried out in the R environment via the Bioconductor packages. 322
323
Photosynthesis measurements 324
We measured gross (GP, i.e. photosynthesis rates including respiration) and net (NP, i.e. 325 photosynthesis rates after 'losses' to respiration have been subtracted as NP=GP-R) photosynthesis 326 rates in a Clark-type electrode as described in 5 . Following conversion factors after 37,38 and taking into 327 account the size and cellular stoichiometry for the lineages used here (details in 36 ), we converted these 328 measurements from µmol O2 per cell and hour to µg carbon produced per µg carbon present as biomass 329 in the sample per hour. 330 331
Indirect and direct co-culture 332
Indirect co-culture using ThinCerts 333
To test the responses of lineages to the presence from non-self conspecifics, we used ThinCert TM cell 334 culture inserts. An insert is a well with a 0.4µm-membrane base that is suspended into the individual 335 wells of a 12-well plate. It permits extracellular products including nutrients to diffuse but prevents 336 cells from doing so. Here, we used six Ostreococcus lineages. The number of lineages was chosen 337 based on a power analysis. For all assays, we inoculated the compartments inside and outside the insert 338 with the same number of cells (100 cells mL -1 ). For the mono-culture 'control' conditions, both 339 compartments were inoculated with the same lineage. For the indirect co-culture assays, the lineages 340 were grown in a full factorial setting, with three (evolved) biological replicates and three technical 341
replicates. Samples were distributed so that no one lineage was present solely in the outside or inside 342 compartment in either combination. Growth rates were tracked for each compartment separately. 343 344
Indirect responses to 'spiked' media 345
We used the same six lineages as above, again as a set of three evolved biological replicates and three 346 technical replicates, to test whether we could elicit a response to the perceived presence of non-self 347 conspecifics. To do so, lineages were supplemented with the 0.2µm filtered supernatant ('spike') of 348 either the same or a different lineage in a full-factorial design. Growth was tracked as described using a 349 flow cytometer as described above for a period of seven days after the samples had received the spikes. packages used can be found in the supporting information; a summary is provided below. All R code 366 will be made available at the time of manuscript acceptance. 367 368
Flow cytometry data 369
Flow cytometry data were imported into the R environment through the Bioconductor packages 370 
Carbon allocation and reactiveness to non-self conspecifics 401
We first plotted the amount of biomass (in µg carbon) produced per hour as a function of net 402 photosynthesis (in µg carbon per µg carbon and hour) (Fig. S1) , and analysed the relationship between 403 the two through a linear mixed effects model to account for evolved samples being related to each other 404 in ways that we cannot further disentangle. There, lineage nested within biological replicate was fitted 405 as a random effect, and net photosynthesis was fitted to explain variation in biomass production. 406
For each biological replicate of each lineage, we then calculated the ratio of net photosynthesis in units 407 carbon to growth in units carbon. 408
In the next step, we examined the reactiveness of lineages (i.e. the result of (2) are values commonly observed for Ostreococcus under full nutrients, saturating light levels, and 417 ambient pCO2 7, 39 . We assume one of these normal distributions to represent growth in monoculture, 418 and the other, growth in mixed culture. From these normal distributions, we randomly draw 1000 419 samples and their associated growth rates, and calculate (2) as above. As this is essentially a regression 420 to a mean, the resulting relationship is L-shaped as in our experimental data. Figure 1 in Figure 1| Schematic overview of work flow. For this experiment, we used ambient and elevated pCO2 evolved Ostreococcus lineages after 400 generations of selection. First, we tested their ability to react to the direct, indirect, or perceived presence of conspecifics. A) In the 'indirect' presence scenario, samples were cultured in wells divided by a semi-permeable membrane (ThinCert). B) For the 'perceived' presence scenario, we used 0.2µm filtrate of an exponentially growing sample (hereafter referred to as 'Spike'). C) For the 'direct' presence scenario samples were grown alongside an GFP-transformed Ostreococcus lineage. D) Overview of analysis. We first compared growth rates of a lineage X in mono-culture to that same lineage in co-culture. In a next step, we calculated the ratio of growth in co-culture vs growth in mono-culture, to get a measure of how much growth rates change in response to the (direct, indirect, or perceived) presence of another lineage from the same species complex. For the lineages in mono-culture, we also measured net photosynthesis rates at their selection pCO2. Converting growth rates and photosynthesis rates into units carbon allows us to determine whether lineages must use storage C-sources to achieve the growth rates determined here or produce excess photosynthate, which can be exuded, stored, or used for processes other than growth (note that NP contains 'losses' from respiration 41 ). Finally, we can form hypotheses about how this excess carbon could be used in reactions to conspecifics by testing the relationship between excess carbon and reactions to conspecifics over all lineages. This does not describe the causal underlying molecular mechanism, but yields highly repeatable results that predict lineage reactions to conspecifics. % of µgC not used for growth % of µgC not used for growth % of µgC not used for growth
